Reeves Test
Name________________

1: This spell has a range of line of sight
A: Wind
B: Doomsday
C: Mass Sleep
D: All of the above

2: Who rates armor?
A: The Champion
B: The Monarch
C: The Prime Minister
D: The Monarch, Prime Minister, and Guildmaster of Reeves

3: How many points dose it cost a wizard to use a staff?
A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4

4: How many lives dose a first level warrior have?
A: 3
B: 4
C: 5
D: 6

5:  An arrow marked with a white ribbion has what abilities?
A: It kills on any hit
B: It goes through armor
C: It destroys shields
D: It goes through armor and destroys shield

6: This color is used to designate a reeve.
A: Gold
B: Silver
C: Yellow
D: Black and White vertical stripes

7: How many lives does a 5th level barbarian have?
A: 3
B: 4
C: 5
D: 6

8: An amtgarder plays goblin twice a month until he reaches 6th level. He then plays a fire giant in a monster game. What level fire giant can he play?
A: There is no such thing as a fire giant
B: first level
C: sixth level
D: secound level

9: During a hold called to resolve an uncertain issue, it is permissable to move about the battlefield if...
A: You are collecting spent equipment and then return
B: You have the reeve's permission to do so
C: You are dead anyway and going to nirvina
D: All of the above

10: What is the name of the standard amtgard publication for monsters?
A: Monster Manual
B: Dor UN Avathar
C: Amtgard Bestiary
D: Ye OLde Monster Guilde

11: At what level does a monk become immune to a bard casting a spell using Voice
A: third
B: fifth
C: sixth
D: never

12: How many points does it cost for a healer to use a flail?
A: 1
B: 3
C: 5
D: not enough 

13: Which magic class cannot use a shield?
A: Bard
B: Druid
C: Healer
D: Wizard

14: How many points of armor may a 6th level paladin wear?
A: 3
B: 4
C: 5
D: 6

15: Not counting bardic mimic abilities, the only magic class that can use a medium shield is:
A: Bard
B: Druid
C: Healer
D: Wizard

16: The following activity is strictly prohibited:
A: Grappling with an opponent 
B: Trying to influence a game while you are dead
C: striking with intent to actually injure
D: All of the above

17:  What is the limit of bows per players on a side?
A: 1 per 1
B: 1 per 5
C: 1 per 10
D: There is no limit

18: Amtgard dues are how much per six months?
A: $5
B: $6
C: $10
D: There is no dues

19: At what level does a monk become immune to poison?
A: first
B: second
C: third
D: sixth

20: At what level does a monk become immune to wounding?
A: first
B: secound
C: third
D: sixth

21: How far may a 6th level paladin extend his immunities to?
A: they may not
B: touch 
C: 10 feet
D: 20 feet

22: At what level may a warrior use a javelin?
A: 2nd
B: 3rd
C: 4th
D: Warriors may never use a javelin

23: What is the maximum lenth of the rope and striking edge on a hinged weapon?
A: 12"
B: 18"
C: 24"
D: 30"

24: A club is targeted with Shillealagh. Its is hit by an arrow, then is used single handed against a shield. What is the result?
A: The weopon wasdestroyed when it was hit by the arrow
B: The shield is destroyed
C: The shield is not destroyed since the club was not wielded two handed
D: A club cannot be targeted with Shillealagh

25: Who is tasked with dealing with biassed, unfair or incompetent reeves?
A: The Monarch
B: The Champion
C: The Guildmaster of Reeves
D: The Regent

26: Who has the last say in a battlegame?
A: The Reeve
B: The Monarch
C: The Champion
D: The Winners

27: When is it ok for a reeve to fight in a battlegame?
A: When the sides are unbalanced and one side is getting overrun
B: When captians from both sides agree to it
C: When a player sloughs a shot
D: Never

28:Whats the largest  kind of shield a Monk can use?
A: none
B: small 
C: medium
D: large

29: What weapon cost no magic points for a spellcaster to use?
A: short sword
B: bow
C: pike
D: dagger

30: What is the only way other then SCout Entage trap can a barbarian be held in subduel?
A: The healer stun spell
B: An archer Stun arrow
C: The wizard Hold person spell
D: The druid Flesh to Stone spell

31: How many points of damage does a crossbow wielded by a 6th level scout using normal quarrel inflict to armor?
A: 2
B: 4
C: 5
D: Scouts cant use crossbows

32: The longbow is limited to what class not including bard mimic?
A: Assassins
B: Barbarians
C: Druids
D: Scouts

33: Anti paladins are immune to all wizard spells except iceball, lighting bolt, sphrere of annihilation and what?
A: magic bolt
B: shove
C: wind
D: mutual destruction

34: There may be no more then one wizard per how many players?
A: 2
B: 5
C: 10
D: 20

35: What color headband does a 6th level assassin wear?
A: Blue
B: Brown
C: Black
D: Red

36: What is the only rulebook relic barbariand are permitted to use?
A: Odins Spear
B: Thors Hammer
C: Odins Hammer
D: Thors Spear

37: How many points does it cost a healer to use a staff?
A: 0
B: 1
C: 2
D: 3

38: One may become a class master if judged as an outstanding example of the class by who?
A: The Monarch
B: The Prime Minister
C: The Guildmaster of that class
D: All if the above

39: How many points does it cost for a bard to use a short sword?
A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4

40: At what level does a warrior gain the ability to use improved shield?
A: 2
B: 4
C: 6
D: 3

41: A warrior wielding a two handed improved weopon greatsword. Holding it with both hands, he swings and hits a opponents shield three times. What happens to the opponent?
A: Nothing, the shield blocked the blows
B: The shield is destroyed, but the opponent is fine
C: The shield is destroyed and the opponent takes a hit to the arm
D: The opponent is dead

42: A 6th level druid is targeted with sleep. Immediately afterward, he is hit in the chest with a weapon. What is the result?
A: He is affected by the sleep but not the weapon
B: He is not affected by the sleep but is by the weapon
C: He is affected by the sleep and the weapon
D: He is unaffect by the sleep and the weapon

43:What are the garb requirements for an anti-plaadin?
A: Black armor and Tunic
B: Black Phoenix openly displayed on colthing or armor
C: black skull openly displayed on clothing or armor
D: White belt

44: What is the rating for studded thick leather 
A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4

45: If you amtgard persona is based on real history, it should be from before this year:
A: 1500
B: 1600
C: 1650
D: 1700

46: Can an archer use a shield?
A: No
B: Yes, but only small
C: Yes, but only small and at 3rd level and higher
D: Yes, but only small and at 5th level and higher 

47: At what level does a monk gain the ability to block projectiles with their weapons without penalty?
A: 1st
B: 2nd
C: 3rd
D: 4th

48: A red sash means what?
A: Healer
B: Squire
C: Reeve 
D: Master Healer

49: A red belt means what?
A: Healer
B: Squire
C: Reeve
D: Master Healer

50: What is the hair band color for 4th level assassin?
A: Black
B: Brown
C: Blue
D: Green

Thank you for taken the test, you will pass with a 75%



